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Abs~act--A family of interval iterative methods for finding a complex zero of a polynomial, based on 
the result given by Wang and Zheng, is considered. In special cases, the Newton-like and Halley-like 
algorithms for the determination of simple or multiple zero are obtained. Both algorithms produce the 
disks containing the requested zero, which provides automatically an information about the upper 
errorbound. The convergence analysis, including initial convergence onditions, has been performed in 
the presence of multiplicity for both methods. Numerical examples are given. 
1. A FAMILY  OF  INTERVAL ITERAT IONS 
Let 
P(Z)=zN +a,_lzN-I + "'" +alz +ao(ai~C) 
be a monic polynomial of degree N t/> 3 with simple complex zeros ~ . . . . .  eN. Assume that we have 
found the inclusion disk {z :1 z - a I ~ R }, denoted by {a; R }, with the center a and the radius R 
containing only one zero ~i of P. All other zeros are supposed to lie in the region 
W = {z : l z -a  I> R}, that is, in the exterior of the inclusion disk {a; R}. Using the inclusion 
isotonicity property we have for z ~ {a; R} 
~J s z -~ ( j  = 1 . . . . .  i -- 1, i + 1 . . . . .  N; 2 is a natural number). (1) 
Since z ~ W, that is I z - a I < R, the inversion of the region 
z - W = {w:lw - (z -a ) [  < R} 
is the closed interior of a circle, given by 
{w " V=(z -  W)- '= w: 4 <~R21 z ={h;d}, (2) 
where 
and 
a- -z  
h = mid V = R2 _ Iz - a 12 (3') 
R 
d = rad V -  R2_  [z - al 2 (3") 
(see Ref. [1]). 
The power of the disk V is calculated using the multiplication of the disks Z) = {am; r, } and 
Z2 = {a2; re}, introduced in Ref. [2] as follows: 
ZlZ2:  = {ala2; lallr2 + [a2lr, + rlr2}. 
?Dedicated to the memory of Peter Henrici. 
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According to this, we have 
Let z ~ C and 
Ao(Z) = Ao[P; z] = 1, 
v ~ = {h; d} ~ = {ha;(tht + d) ~-  Ih I~}. 
Ak(Z) = Ak[P; z] = 
ul 1 
U2 Ul 1 0 
/Ak- 1 U I 1 




ua=ua(z)=~,!p(z------- ~ ,  (2 = 1 . . . . .  k; k 6N) .  
Ak(z) is the sum of all homogeneous products of degree of 1/(z - ~) which can be expressed by 
the Bell's polynomials Yk in terms of 
s~ = sAz)  = ~ (z - ~j)-~ 
j -1  
as follows: 
def 
A i (2 )  = Y i (S l ,  s2 ,  2!s  3 . . . . .  (k  - 1)!Sk) = Bi (s  I , s 2 . . . . .  s i )  
(see Ref. [3]). For example, we have 
B, (sl) = s,,  
B2(S 1 S2 ) = 1 - -  1 2 , ~s2 -t- ~s i ,  
B3(81,  s2 ' 83 ) : 1 l 1 3 3s3 + is2st +gst 
and so forth. 
Let 
be defined as 
s~,, = sa,~(z) 
(5) 
N 
S2,, = S2, i(Z) = Y. (z - ~j)-2. 
j= l  
j# i  
Wang and Zheng have derived in Ref. [3] the following relation: 
hk_,(z) 




s~,t~ , (z -- W)-~=(N--  1)Va=S~, 
jffil 
y# i  
(2  = 1 . . . . .  k ;  i = 1 . . . . .  N ) ,  
from relation (6) we obtain for z = zi 
~ ~ z, Ak_ l(z,) = 2 .  
Ak(z3 --  Sk(S,  . . . . .  S~ ) 
2,~ is a new outer approximation (in the form of a disk) to the zero ~. 
(7) 
Finding a complex zero of a polynomial 
Since only one zero is requested, without loss a generality we shall adopt that this zero is denoted 
with ~, and suppose that all other zeros ~2 . . . . .  ¢N lie in the exterior of{a;  R}. Moreover, we shall 
write ~ instead of ~, for brevity. 
Let Z (-) = {z(m); r (m) } be the disk with the center ztm)= mid Z tin) and the radius r (-) = rad Z tin) 
(m = 0, 1 . . . .  ). For the initial inclusion disk Z (°) we have Z (°) --- {a; R}, that is, z ~°) = a, r t°) = R. 
Further, we shall introduce the notations 
~/(m) ~ (z(m)__ W)-I = {h(m); d(m)} 
and 
S~ m) = (N -- I) (V(m)) ~. 
The relation (7) suggests the following iterative method for finding a simple complex zero of a 
polynomial with automatic error bound, starting from the isolated inclusion disk Z ~°) = {a; R}: 
Z(~+ ,)= z(~) _ Ak_  ,(z (~)) As(z(/)) _ Bk(S]r,),... ' s~m) ), (m = 0, 1 , . . .  ). (8) 
The values of the radius 
rad B,(S~ ~) . . . . .  S~')), (m = O, 1 . . . .  ) 
belong to a reasonably narrow interval, depending on the difference I z(m) - a 1, and they do not have 
any significant influence on the convergence rate of the iterative method (8). But, the main role 
of the interval Bk (SI m) . . . . .  S~ m)) is to provide that the zero ~ be included in the disk Z tm÷ '), obtained 
by method (8). 
Following the convergence analysis presented in Ref. [3] we can conclude that the sequence (r(')), 
r (~) = rad Z ~'), under some suitable initial conditions tends to 0 with the convergence order equal 
to k + 1. Therefore, the iterative method (8), realized in circular arithmetic, is of the order k + 1 
if the zero is simple. 
The special cases of the method (8) contain the Newton-like algorithm (k = 1) and the Halley-like 
algorithm (k = 2), modified so that the both produce the interval results in the form of a disk which 
contains the requested zero. In this manner, the information on the upper error bound is provided 
automatically, which is a significant advantage related to the other methods where only one zero 
is determined. 
Remark 
Newton's interval method, the most frequently called Moore's method [4], produces the sequence 
of real intervals, each contains a simple real zero of a function. But, this method has no 
"reasonably" efficient extension for complex zeros. 
We observe that for k ~> 3 the evaluation of A k (z) requires the polynomial derivatives of the order 
higher than two, which is not efficient for practical application. Therefore, the above mentioned 
particular cases of the method (8) (for k = 1 and k = 2) are of special interest and so, in the sequel, 
our attention will be paid to these methods. 
For k = 1, we have 
Ao(z) = 1, AI(z) = P' (z ) /P(z)  = Ul, 
B , ( s , )=s , ,  B , (S , )=(N-1){h;d} .  
Therefore, from formula (8) we obtain the Newton-like method with quadratic convergence 
1 
Z(m+ i) = z(m) (m = 0, 1 . . . .  ), p,(z(m)) 
p(z(m)  (N -- 1) {h(m); d(') } 
where h ('~) and d (m) are calculated according to expressions (3) letting z = z (m). 
(9) 
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When k = 2, then 
a2(z) = (P'(z )/P(z)) 2 - ½ P"(z)/ P(z ) = u~ - u 2, 
B2(s  1 $2 ) = l - - i  2 , ~S 2 -t- ~S I
and 
B2(S,, $2) = t(N - 1){h; d} 2 + ½(N - 1)2{h; d} 2 = N(N - l) {h; d} 2. 
2 
From the iterative formula (8) we obtain the Halley-like method with cubic convergence 
z(m+ 1) = z(ra) 1 
p,(z(m)) p,,(z(m)  p(z(m) , (m = 0, 1 . . . .  ). (10) 
- -  N ( N  - -  1){h(m); d(~)} 2
p(z ~)  2p'(z ~)) 2p'(z ~m)) 
Taking into consideration the results for simple zeros, given in Ref. [3], and for multiple zeros, 
presented in Ref. [5], we can also derive the iterative formula of the form (8) for a multiple zero. 
But, the most practical importance has the following iterative formulas, obtained as special cases 
for k = 1 (Newton's iteration) and k = 2 (Halley's iteration): 
z(m+ 1) = z(m) __ It p,(z(m)) , (m =0,  1 . . . .  ) (11) 
(N -- It) {h<"); d (m) } P(z (m)) 
(Newton-like algorithm for a multiple zero); 
z(m + I) = z(m) __ 
e'(z<m)) e"(z(')) e(z 
1 + l t ]  p(z(m) 2p,(z(m) ) 2p,(z(m) ) 
(Halley-like algorithm for a multiple zero). 
In the formulas (11) and (12) It is the multiplicity of the requested zero ~. 
, (m =0,  1 , . . . )  (12) 
_ _  N(N - It) {h(m),  d(m)}2 
It 
2. SPECIAL CASES FOR MULTIPLE COMPLEX ZERO 
Newton-like algorithm 
First, we shall analyse the Newton's iterative formula (11) for multiple zero. Assume that we 
have found the initial disk Z <°) = {a; R} so that the condition 
P(a)[  R (13) 
e'(a) < 2(it + 1)(N - It) 
is satisfied, and introduce 
p(m)=R- Iz (m) -a l ,  (m = 1,2 . . . .  ). 
In the beginning, let us consider the first iteration (m = 0). The 
Q = {z: Iz -q [  >R},  when 0¢Q (i.e. [ql <R) ,  is given by the disk 
_ ,  -r7 . _R I i:}. Q = {R2 _--~-q 12, R 2 _ q 
According to this we obtain 
It} N- i t  =(N- i t )  0; = 0; (z (°)=a). 
z t ° ) -  W 
Applying inequality (13) we find 
- N- i t  P'(z ~°)) P'(a) 2(p + 1)(N It) > _  
P(z (°)) = P(a) > R R 
inversion of the region 
(14) 
N-# 
= rad - -  
Z (°) - -  W'  
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which means that the disk in the denominator of formula (11) does not contain the origin when 
m = 0. Therefore, its inversion is a disk so that Z °) is also a disk. 
Under the condition (13) we find the following upper bound: 
that is, 
because of 
r °) = rad Z °) = rad 
Since 
Furthermore, we have 
Iz (') -- z¢°)[ = Iz (') -- a I = 
P'(a).NRU 
P(a)  ' 
N - /~ N- /~ 
we estimate 
= e,(a), (N -u)2<I -2 (~+I ) (N-#) ]  2 (N-u)  2' 
P(a) R 2 R2 
R 
r O) < (15) 
15(N - / t )  
p 1 




2/z(U + 1)R 
(N - •)2 
(N-/z)[40z + 1) 2 -  1]" 
2/a(~ + 1)(N --#) 
R 
40z + 1)2(N -/.t) z (N -/.t): 
R 2 R 2 R 2 
2U(~u + 1) 4 
4~ + 1) 2 -  1 ~ 15' 
4R 
15(N -- U)" 
[Z(D--G[ < (16) 
Now,  we shall prove that the condition (13) implies the inequality 
pO) > 6(N - p)r °). (17) 
Using inequality (16) we find 
4R =R I1 pO) = R - [z °) - a[ > R - "I5(N - /~) 
4] 
15(N --/~) ' 
so that it is sufficient o show [taking into account inequality (15)] that 




15(N-  U) 5" 
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The last inequality is obvious because of 
ra in (1  4 ) 1 1  
,~;z<~ 15(N---/~) = 1"-5" 
The analysis of the first iterative step shows that (i) a new disk-approximation Z (') includes the 
zero ~; (ii) this disk is contracted because of 
R R r o) < 
15(N -#)  15" 
Besides, the initial condition (13) induces the condition (17) which will be suitably used in the 
following. 
Now, we can analyse the iterative process (11) beginning with m/>i 1 and starting from the 
inclusive disk Z °) with the assumption that condition (17) [induced by the initial condition (13)] 
holds. Using formula (14) the iterative formula (11) can be rewritten in the form 
z(m+ l = Z (m) l z {c(m);r/(,.)}, (m = 1, 2 . . . .  ), (18) 
where 
and 
c(,. ) = P'(z (r~)) (N - #)(-~(m) __ ~) 
P(z (m)) R 2 -- [Z (m) - -  a 12 
(N -- #)R 
r/(m) = R 2 - Iz (m) - a 12. 
For simplicity, in further analysis we shall omit the iteration index always when the possibility of 
any confusion does not exist. In the following, the number of various zeros of P will be denoted 
byn.  Then#,+""  +/z ,=N,#2+ "'" +#,=N-#( /~=#I) .  
Lemma I 
If the inequality 
holds, then 0¢ {c; r/} and 
p > 6(N - /a ) r  (19) 
I c I ~ - ,I - - - -~ < {r. 
Proof. First, using inequality (19) we have the bound 
> ] Icl--- 
e(z) R -i2-al Itz-*i  V Iz-* i 
that is, 
On the other side, we find 
wherefrom 
/~ N-# >-  
r p 
(N - ta )  lz -a l  
(N - -#) (R - -p )  l [  l (  R- -O) ]  
" -Ri :N-- -  p)2 >-r # ---6 1 + 2-R - -p  
Ic l>-  ~-  9 -  
r 3r" 
(20) 
(N - /~)R (N - #)R 




r/ < ~ (221 
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Icl>Trr > >7, 
P 
which means that 0#¢ {c; r/}. 
Now, we shall prove inequality (20). Using inequalities (19), (21) and (22) we find 
#lcl r #(# - - l ) r  - -  ( )< <, Icl2-~ 2< 1 _~)2_ N-# 2 (#_~)2_3~ ~#+/~' r '  
;~(~ ---7- 
because of 
#2- -#/3  8 
#2-- ~- ;¥ ,~ ~ 5 • [] 
Theorem I 
Let the sequence of circular intervals (Z (")) (m = 0, 1 . . . .  ) be defined by the iterative formula 
(11), assuming that the initial disk Z (°) = {a; R} is chosen so that the condition (13) is satisfied. 
Then, in each iterative step, the following is true: 
6(N - #) r(,.)2" 1°~ e Z("); 2Or(,.+ i) • - -  
R 
Proof. The proof of the assertion 1o immediately follows from relation (7) (for k = 1) on the basis 
of the inclusion isotonicity and the fact that z (m) e {a; R} for each m = 0, 1 . . . . .  which is obvious 
because of R - I z (') - a l = p (') > 6(N - #)r (=) > 0. We shall prove that the convergence rate of the 
iterative method (11) is quadratic (the assertion 2°). We recall that the condition (13) causes the 
inequality (17) which will be used in the convergence analysis. 
From equation (18) we obtain 
r (2) = rad Z (2) = #q(I) 
I cO)12 _ ,t(,~" 
Using the estimations 
Ic('>l > r~,(# - I )  
and 
~/(~) < 
we find by [,emma 1 and inequality (17) 
#(N -- #)r (')2 





r (r"'y1 p(" . (u  - ' )2 -  (u  - #)2 
] L 
#(N - #)r (')2 
< 
p(,)[(u - I) 2 - ~,]" 
# 1 
(# _ , )2  _ ~ < u_~,, 
(N -- #)r °)2 3(N -- #)r 0)2 
r(2, < ~,~_(_;_:T) ~ p") 
C.A .M.W.A .  14 /6 - ' I :  




pO)=R_ lz  " ) -a l  > R I I  4 :>~R>5 ' 15(~/-- ~ 
6(N -- #)r (')2 
r (2) < 
R 
r(2) < 3(N - / z ) r  °) r (I) < 
pO)/rO) 2 
because of inequality (17). 
By virtue of inequality (20) we find 
p(2) = R - I z  (2) - al = R - z °) - 
_~_ p(I)__ /~ Ic<')l 
IcO)l 2 - q(~' 
that is, 
/,LC (1) [ /.L IC")I 
a - -  ]c0)12 _ q0)2]  > R - -  Iz  ° ) -  a l - -  [c0)12 _ ~(I)2 
p(2) > pO) _ _ . ] r  O) 
Using the inequalities (17) and r (2) < r(I)/2, one obtains 
p(2) > p( l )  __ {r o) > 6(N - p)r °) - 8r°) = [6(N - /L )  - -~]r (I) > 216(N - /~)  - -  8]r(2) > 6(N  - - /~) r  (2). 
The assertion 2° will be proved by the induction. Assume that for m ~> 2 the following is true: 
3(N - 
r(m) < #) r(m_ ,)2; (23) 
p(m-  I) 
and 
r(m- I) 
r (m) < - - ;  
2 
p(") > 6(N -- #)r ('~) 
(24) 
(25) 
p(m) > p(m- l) __ ~r(m- l) (26) 
These relations were already proved for m = 2. We shall prove that they are valid for the index 
m+l .  
By the above consideration for m = 2 and inequality (25), we obtain 
r (m) 3(N - /~)  r(m) 2 (27) r (m+l )  < _ _  < - -  
p (m) 2 
In a similar way as for m = 1, it is easy to show that 
p(=+ l) > 6(N -- Iz)r (re+l) and p(=+ l) > p(m)- ~r(m). 
By the successive application of  inequalities (26) and (24), we obtain 
~(m -- 2) 8_r(m -- 2) - -  8 r (m -- 1) 2) r(m - 2) 8 r (m - i) P(m)>P(m-O--~r(m-O>t" - -5" s" >P(" - - -{  - -5  2 
3) 8r (m-  3) 8_r(m-2)(1 =p(m-2)__Sr(m-2)(l+½)>p(m- - -5" - -5" ," +/ )  
~. p(m- 3) - -  ~r(m- 3) -- 8 r(m -3) ( |  - I - / )  ~> p(m-3) __ Sr(.-3)[ 1 -t-  ½(1 + ½)1 
5 2 
_~rO) ( l+½+l+ . . . )=  > p( l )  f t (  | ) 16.0) 
Y - -5"  " / -  
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Since, according to inequality (16), 
po)_R_ lz  ° ) -a l  >R 
4R 11 
15(N -- U) ~ ,-~R 
and 
R R 
r°)< 15(N _ kt) ~ ~,  
we obtain 
16 R R 
p(m) > p(l)  __ ~r  (l) >]-~RIl 5 15 > 2" 
Therefore, we get from inequality (27) 
r(m+ I) < 6(N - #) r(m)2. 
R 
Finally, we prove that, under the condition (13), the iterative process (11) is defined in each 
iterative step. Namely, since condition (13) implies inequality (17) from which there implies 
inequality (25) for each m = 1, 2 . . . . .  Lemma 1 is applicable for each m, which means that 
0 ¢ {c~'); n~m)}.D 
Halley-like algorithm 
Assume again that we have found the initial disk Z(°= {a; R} containing the zero ~ of the 
multiplicity/z so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
I P(a) I 4R 1 (28) 
P--~ < 5N(N-  u) A 
I P~(a)Ip_~ < (p + 1)RA -- 4(N - 1 ) # R  (29) 
In the first iteration we have z (°) = a so that 
{ 1} 
{h(°);d~°)} 2 = 0;~- i 
[on the basis of equation (14)]. Therefore, from formula (12) we find 
2 
Z (I) = a {c~O); ~(o~ }, 
where 
and 
1 ) P'(a) P"(a) 
c ~°)= 1+-~ P(a) P'(a) 
q(o) N(N - #) P(a) . 
= Iz--R -~ P ' (a)  
First, we shall prove that Z ¢1) is a disk, that is, 0¢{c¢°);q(°)}. It is sufficient o show that 
I c~°)l > ~t co). 
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_ 4 (N  -- 1) 
#R 
On the basis o f  the bounds  
Using inequalities (28) and (29) we obtain 
ic,O). = ( l+~)P ' (a )  , ' : (a) 1~ P' (a)  , " (a ) [  
> (# + # 1)A (# + 1)~ )R  --4(N - l) I 
1 
4 N(N - #) > N(N - #) [ P(a)  = )/(o). 
- -  > 51t-R = l'tR2a I'tR2 ] 
4(N -- 1) 4 Ic(°)l > - -  and )/(o) < __  
#R 5#R' 
we find the est imat ions  
r °) = rad = rad Z °) 
and 
2)/(o) 
= i c(0)12 _ )/(0)2 < 
2 
{c(°); )i(o) } 
8 
5#R E.4(N~ 1)]2 -- (5-~R) 2= 5# R ~ 5 25(N-  1) 2 -  1 ~ ~R 
I z(l) -- a I = 
21c(°)l 
C(0)12 - -  71(0) 2 < 
2 4(N-  1) 
#R 
.4 (N  - -  l ) ]2 -- 4 2 
~/ . ( (N-  I)R ~R,  (z° )=midZ°) ) .  
25(N-  I) ~-  I 
Assuming that p(m) is defined as in the previous case, starting from the bounds for I zo) - a l and 
r o), we obtain 
pO)= R - I zo ) -a [  > R ~#(N- -  1)R 10#(N-#)  > > 4(N -- #)r °). 
25(N-1)  2 -1  25(N-1)  2 -1  
Therefore, the conditions (28) and (29) imply the inequality 
p(l) > 4(N - #)r °). 
The iterative formula (12) for m = 1,2 . . . .  can be rewritten in the form 
(30) 
where 
2 Z (re+l) = z (m) (m = 1, 2 . . . .  ), (31) 
{c(-); n(-)}' 
~)P ' (z  (m)) P"(z ('~)) N(N-#)  (~__~(m))2 
c (m) = 1 + P(z(r")-'---~ - P'(z c'~)) # (R 2 -- Iz (m) - a 12) 2, 
~(m)=N(N-#)  P(z( '°)  I 21a-z(" ) lR  + R 2 
1, (R 2 I-y--a12)2" 
Omitting the iteration index, we have the following assertion, which is analogous with that in 
Lemma 1. 
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Lemma 2 
If the inequality 
holds, then 0 ¢ {c; ~/} and 
p > 4(N - #)r 
21cl 
I c I s - rt -----------~ < ~r. 
Proof. First, under the condition (32), we obtain the estimations 
P(z) = " ~" -' ~ ~]iz--C,i P'(z) j~ i~ j  Iz CI j :2  < 
r 
# -- (N - - / t ) -  
P 
r 4r 
< , - (~  =/z )  
p -~ 4/z - 1' 
and 
[Z - -a l  R-p  1 




/~ P (z) R2- -1z - -a l  ~ < 
N(N - -  #) 4r ! 
< 
p 4p-1  p2 
N 
4/~r(4/~ - 1)(N - ~u)" 
Further, we have 
where 
I( ,),,<z, l+~ P(z) .,,(z,..(z, = J lC"'(z'a ' "'(=' ll  J +-. --,(z, 
+~]  +~,~---~1' I z -¢ \  
( z -C) :  " _~< 
~ =--Z,~:(=- o ' 
Using inequality (32) we find 
and 
so that 
z -C"  ~j 
~= -~ ' 
r 2 n r 2 _ 
I~ l<-  Z -~J 2 .N______~ 1 I 
lt j=2lz_Cj I <--  p2 < <~ /z 16/~(N - / z )  32 
Iv 
r n <-~2~ ~J r N -~ 1 
/ z / .21z -C j l<- '#  - -p  <4 '  
1+/~[ 1-~ 71 
l+T~7 >I+-~-T= ~. 
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According to the last estimations and inequality (32), we have 
}(1+1)  P'(z) P' I?! >l l I l+ f l l  1 ~ /2j 
e(z) e(z)  ~ I+T~--~ - ; j t2~l  > 
1 N- - /2  > 
r /2 r 
Taking into account he previous bounds, one obtains 
l'~P'(z) P"(z) N(N-/2)  
Icl = 1 +e.)  . ,. ' T, p--ffT~ P'(z) /2 
/ 
where 
71 N -/2 
l) P'(z) 
> 1 + ~ V(z) 
r 
P"<z) I p'(z) 
40r /2p 
e'(z)P(z) ~ _al2)  ] 
N(N -/2) I e(z) (. l a -z l  ,~2[ 
P'(z) \R:-TSfa12] ] 
N j 
4/2 4/2 (4/2 -- 1) (N -/2) ' 
7 
Icl>--. 5r 
Now, we find the upper bound for t/. We have 
N(N-/2)  P(z) 2 [a -z lR+R 2 N(N-/2)  7= 
/2 e ' (z)  (R: i z -a l~ < /2 
4r 2(R - p)R + R 2 
4/2--1 (R 2 - (R -p)2)2 '  
(34) 
4rN(N -/2) 
q </2(4/2 - 1)p 2 (35) 
2(R - p)R + R 2 1 
(R 2 - (R - p):y < p~" 
that is, 
because of 
Using the inequality 
63(N -/2) > 
20N 
7/2(4/2 -- 1)' 
which is valid for each N >~ 3 and 1 ~/2 ~ N - 1, we find 
>9(U - /2y> ~_-  l) ' 
or 
7 4rN(N -/2) > 
5r /2(4/2 - 1)p 2" 
From the last inequality, and inequalities (34) and (35) we conclude that I c[> ~/. Therefore, 
0,{c;~}. 
Now, we shall prove inequality (33). Using the inequalities (32), (34) and (35), we get 
7 
2" - -  
21 c I 5r ~r - - <  < 
[C 12- ~] 2 [7~2_14rN(N--/2)q2 49 2 
L~- -~-  ~-)~-ij ~--~ -- I4g(4~ __ 1~1 (~____ ~) 2" 
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Since 
and 
from the previous we get 
N 
- -  ~</~ (36) 
N-# 
/z+l  _<1 
4It (4/z -- 1) ~" 6' 
21cl ~r ~r _ _  5 3 
lel2 - r/2 < 4925 L4#~[  #+1_ 1)] 2 < 4-W--'T < I r ' ~  ~g [] 
Theorem 2 
Let the iterative formula (12) produce the sequence of disks (Z  (r")) (m = 0, 1 . . . .  ), assuming that 
the initial disk Z m) = {a; R} is chosen so that the conditions (28) and (29) hold. Then, in each 
iterative step we have 
1°~ ez(m); 2Or(~+~) <9N(N- IQr (m)3"  
#2R2 
Proof. The assertion 1 ° follows from relation (7) (for k = 2) on the basis of the inclusion 
isotonicity property. The convergence analysis of the iterative method (12) is similar to that given 
in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Using the inequality (30), which follows from conditions (28) and (29), and the bounds (34), (35) 
and (36), we obtain 
r (2) = rad Z (2) 
8N(N - I~)r °) 
2t/°) /~(4]~ -- 1)p °)2 
=ic(,)12-t/(,~<F 7 12 F4N(N--~)r(" T 
LS-; J - - 1 )p ( ' : J  
Since 
we find 
8N(N - /z) /~(4p - 1)r(~)3/p (~)2 8N(N - #)#(4/~ - 1)r(l)3/p (1): 
< < ] [~/'t (4 ]~-  1)] 2 [4(N-~ j.L ) [7"(4" 1)] 2 - -  
8/z3(4/z -- 1) 7 
[7/.t (4/.t -- 1)]2 -- (/'t ~----~1 ) 2<~'  
r(2) < 7 .  N(N - # )r ('p 
5 /~2p(1)2 
Hence, by inequality (30), we obtain 
7 N(N- l z~r( ' ) . / r ( l ) \2"  " / / 7r(') N 
r(,<~.2 ~-2 \p-~J <80/~ ~ N- /~ 
With regard to 
from inequality (37) it follows 
r (1) 
~< 21.0) 
- -  ~ T ~ -  <- i f - .  
p(') = R - I z  (') - a I>R-~R = ~R,49 
r(2) < 9N(N - It) rOp. 
#2R2 
(37) 
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According to inequality (33) we find 
p(2) __ R - -  I z  (2) - -  a l = R - z (l) - a - 2c(1) I l ¢0)]2 - -  q0)2 I 
21c°) I
= p( I )  - -  ]C(I)12 - -  Y / (1 )2 '  
> R - Iz °) - a l 
2[c(')1 
] C(I)12 __ /~(1) 2 
wherefrom 
p(2) > p(t)  _ ~rO). 
Applying the inequalities (30) and r (2) < r°)/7, we get 
p(2) >/7(1)  __ 3rO) > 4(N -- It)r 0) - 3rO) = [4(N - It) - 3]r°)> 714(N It) - -  3]r(2)> 4(N -- It)r (2). 
Using the same consideration as for m = 2, by the induction (as in the case of the Newton-like 
algorithm) we prove that for m ti> 2 the following relations (already proved for m = 2) are true: 
r(m) < 7 N(N - It) 
5 It2p(-------m-:- I) 2 r(m-l)3' (38) 
and 
rm-1 
r(m) <__  
7 ' 
p(" )  > 4(N - #)r ¢") 




By the successive application of inequalities (39) and (41), and by using the inequalities 
p 0~) > -~R 
and 
r 0) < 5R, 
we obtain 
( 1 1 ) p(i)_Vr(l ) ~R 7 5 >2R. p(m)>p(m- l ) - -3 r (m-1)> "'" >p°)--23-r°) 1+~+~5+ . . . .  > -~-~R 
According to this, from inequality (38) it follows 
r(m+ l) < 9N(N - #) r(m)a. 
#2R2 
We complete the proof of Theorem 2 proving that the iterative method (12) is defined in each 
iterativ¢ ste p under the initial conditions (28) and (29), that is, 0 • {c(=); q(m)} for each m = l, 2 . . . . .  
Indeed, from conditions (28) and (29) the inequality (40) follows for each m = 1, 2 . . . .  so that 
Lemma 2 is applicable. [] 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In order to illustrate numerically the algorithms (11) and (12) for It > 1, the corresponding 
programs were written in FORTRAN 77 for the VAX 11/780 system. 
The initial disk Z (°) -- {a; R} was constructed according to the results given in Ref. [6, p. 454]: 
(i) the disk Iz -a l~  < IP(a)l ~/N contains at least one zero of P; 
(ii) the disk [z -a le  N[P (a ) /P ' (a ) [ (P ' (a )~ 0)(Laguerre's disk) contains at least 
one zero of P. 
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Example 1 
The polynomial  
P(z) = z 9 + ( -2  + 3i)z 8 + (48 - 6i)z 7 + ( -94  + 152i)z 6 + (522 - 298i)z 5 
+( -950  + 1974i)z 4 + ( -  1400 - 3650i)z 3 + (3750 + 1200i)z 2 
+( -  1875 + 1250i)z - 625i 
(the example taken from Ref. [1]) has the factorization 
P(z) = (z - 5i)2(z + 5i)2(z - 1)2(z + i) 3. 
I f  we choice a = 4.5i, then we calculate for the given polynomial  
P(4.5i) = -33784.5  + 72261.3i, 
P '(4.5i) = - 207125.2 - 88415.3i, 
P(4.5i)/P'(4.5i) = 0.012 - 0.354i, 
1P(4.5i) 1 j/9 = 3.505, 
91P(4 .5 i ) /P ' (4 .5 i ) l  = 3.19. 
Therefore, 
Z ~°) = {4.5i; 3.505} in Case (i), 
Z ~°) = {4.5i; 3.19} in Case (ii). 
By the inclusion test due to Marden [7], we determine that these disks contain only one zero 
of  P. 
In order to estimate the multiplicity of  the requested zero contained in the region Z ~°), we use 
the Lagouanel le's limiting formula (see Ref. [8]) 
/~ = l im P'(z): 
~ ~ P ' ( z ) :  - P (z )e" (z ) "  (42) 
Let I(s) denote the integer which is closest to a real positive number  s. In practice, the actual 
computat ion of  equation (42) is 
P'(z) 2 
1~ = I ([ p,(z )2 Z -~z  )p(z ) l ) ,  (43) 
where the center z = a of  the starting disk Z ~°) is taken as an approximat ion to the zero ~. To obtain 
a precise estimation of  multiplicity, it is suitable to use already calculated values P(a) and P'(a) 
for evaluation an improved approximat ion relative to the center a by the Newton iterative formula 
P(a) 
z = a - P'(a---")" (44) 
As is well known, this formula has only linear convergence because the multiplicity is not used. 
To obtain a more improved approximation,  we can also use the modified Newton's  formula 
z ~ a  m 
which has the quadratic convergence. 




z = 4.5i -- (0.012 -- 0.354i) = --0.012 + 4.854i. 
Now, according to formula (43), we find 
/z = l(1.7) = 2. 
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We applied the algorithms (11) and (12) in both Cases (i) and (ii). For  the initial disk 
Z (°) = {4.5i; 3.504} the Newton-l ike algorithm (11) produced the following disks which contain the 
exact zero ~ = 5i: 
Z °) = {4.7 x 10 -2 + 5.92i; 1.006}, 
Z (2) = {3.0 x 10 -2 + 5.17i; 0.436}, 
Z (3) = {6.4 x 10 -3 + 5.015i; 2.65 x 10-2}, 
Z (4) = {1.3 x 10-4+ 5.00011i; 2.62 x 10-4}, 
Z (5) = {2.1 x 10 -s + 4.999999995i; 3.14 x 10-s}. 
For the same initial disk, the Halley-like algorithm (12) gave 
Z °) = { -7 .2  x 10 -3 + 4.98i; 0.102}, 
Z (2) = { -8 .6  x 10 -7 + 4.9999993i; 4.1 x 10-6}. 
We note that the convergence of  the Newton-l ike method is slow in the beginning of  iterative 
procedure and it is quadratic after the third iterative step. Moreover, the approximation 
z °) =midZ °) is worse compared to a = mid Z (°) (namely, Iz v ) -  5il > [a -  5il). The Halley-like 
method converges very fast; as an illustration, this method gave r (3) = rad Z °) = 5.6 x 10 -19, while 
the iterative formula (11) only r (6) = 9.54 x 10 -16 . 
In the second case (Z (°) = {4.5i; 3.19}) both methods how similar behavior as before. The radii 
o f  inclusive disks, obtained by the iterative formulas (11) and (12), are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Method r 0) r (2) r (3) r (4) r (5) r (6) 
Equation (11) 1.39 0.83 3.59 × 10 -2  4.34 x 10 -4 8.44 × 10 -s 3.12 × 10 -t5 
Equation (12) 0.126 7.15 x 10 7 1.93 × 10 -21 - -  - -  - -  
Example 2 
Consider the polynomial P whose factorization is 
P(z )  = (z + 1)3(2 - 3)2(2 - -  5 )2(Z  2 - -  2z + 5) 2. 
Taking a = - 1.5, according to Case (ii) we have constructed the inclusion (Laguerre's) disk Z (°) 
with the radius R = I P ( -1 .5 ) l  */u = 2.335 and established that this disk contains only one zero o f  
P (by the inclusion test given in Ref. [7]). The multiplicity of  this zero, evaluated by the same 
procedure as in the previous example, was # = 3. 
Applying the Newton-l ike algorithm (11), as result we obtained 
Z (° = { -  1.017; 0.214}, 
Z 12) = { - 1.000095; 3.33 x 10-4}, 
Z (3) = { -  1.0000000033; 1.09 x 10-s}. 
The Halley-like method (12) produced the following disks: 
Z (~) = {-- 1,0052; 8.28 x 10 -2 } 
and 
Z (2) = { -  1.000000024; 1.98 x 10-7}. 
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